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	MATLAB, a software package for high-performance numerical computation and visualization, is one of the most widely used tools in the engineering field today. Its broad appeal lies in its interactive environment, which features hundreds of built-in functions for technical computation, graphics, and animation. In addition, MATLAB provides easy extensibility with its own high-level programming language.

	

	Enhanced by fun and appealing illustrations, Getting Started with MATLAB employs a casual, accessible writing style that shows users how to enjoy using MATLAB.

	

	Features

	

	* Discusses new features and applications, including the new engine of symbolic computation in MATLAB 7.8 (released March 2009)

	* Provides two sets of self guided tutorials for learning essential features of MATLAB

	* Includes updated commands, examples, figure, and graphs

	* Familiarizes users with MATLAB in just a few hours though self-guided lessons

	* Covers elementary, advanced, and special functions

	* Supplements any course that uses MATLAB

	* Works as a stand-alone tutorial and reference
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Novell GroupWise 7 Administrator Solutions GuideNovell Press, 2005
Novell GroupWise 7 Administrator Solutions Guide is the authoritative guide for successfully administrating and maintaining the newest release of Novell's communication and collaboration solution. Author Tay Kratzer, a Novell Premium Service-Primary Support Engineer, will provide you with insider...
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Information Quality Management: Theory and ApplicationsIGI Global, 2006
The current era is associated with widespread and successive waves of technologydriven innovations in information technology (IT). Technologies, such as the Internet, electronic commerce, World Wide Web (WWW), and mobile commerce, bring with them ubiquitous connectivity, real-time access, and overwhelming volumes of data and information. More and...
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Cybercrime and Espionage: An Analysis of Subversive Multi-Vector ThreatsSyngress Publishing, 2011

	Thank you for picking up this book! We believe that if you are reading this page, you are an individual seeking to gain a greater degree of familiarity with cybercrime and espionage, and more likely than not, believe that the realities outweigh the fear, uncertainty, and doubt associated with these two topics. Our desire in writing this...
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Gender in International RelationsColumbia University Press, 1992
As a scholar and teacher of international relations, I have frequently asked myself the following questions: Why are there so few women in my discipline? If I teach the field as it is conventionally defined, why are there so few readings by women to assign to my students? Why is the subject matter of my discipline so distant from women's lived...
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Introduction to Earth and Planetary System Science: New View of Earth, Planets and HumansSpringer, 2012

	This book presents basic information on material science (geochemistry, geophysics, geology, mineralogy, etc), interaction between subsystem consisting earth system (atmosphere, hydrosphere, litho (geo) sphere, biosphere, humans) and in earth-planet system and evolution of earth-planetary system. The nature-humans interactions are described...
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Managing Dynamic Technology-Oriented Businesses: High-Tech Organizations and WorkplacesIGI Global, 2012

	Managing Dynamic Technology-Oriented Businesses: High-Tech Organizations and Workplaces explores the culture of modern high-tech workplaces and the different challenges and opportunities that new technologies present for modern workers and employers. This pivotal reference will delve deep into management practices throughout the world,...
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